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Our Mission Statement 

The New Hope-Solebury School 
District takes pride in its 
commitment to excellence. We 
strive to inspire and empower our 
students to become passionate, 
confident, life-long learners, with 
the skills and strength of 
character to contribute to a 
diverse and ever-changing world.



What is the NHSSD Comprehensive 
Plan?

• Comprehensive analysis of district structures, policies, 
and procedures to determine the “current reality” vs the 
“desired state.”

• Three year plan, developed by a cross-section of 
stakeholders-for enhancing the quality of the district.

• Dynamic action planning with goals and metrics.



The NHSSD Comprehensive Plan

Comprehensive 
Planning

Curriculum 
and 

Instruction

Technology

Facilities



Curriculum 
Development

• Scope and sequences-aligned to the PA Core Standards-have been 
developed for core academic areas. 

• Student outcomes have been identified for core academic areas.

• Curriculum mapping will be moved to Curriculum Connector—a product 
aligned to teachers’ gradebooks and data warehouse.
• Dynamic process (i.e. never “done”).

• Maps are great—but actual teaching is what is key!

• Formative and summative assessments are being developed and revised on an 
ongoing basis.



Curriculum and Instruction

Goal/Activity Commentary
Develop a 
coherent 
curriculum 
revision cycle

The curriculum cycle is 5 years; however, there has 
been work completed in curriculum and instruction 
around each subject every year as analyze our student 
data and develop deeper understandings of 
instructional best practices.

Establish a 
district-wide 
assessment 
system

Common assessments on grade levels have been 
developed as part of the Student Learning Objective 
(SLO) process.  We are currently analyzing our 
assessment structures to ensure alignment to 
standards and to discontinue assessments that are 
redundant in nature.  



Assessment Development
• Continue our focus on formative (assessment for learning) 

and summative (assessment of learning) assessments aligned 
to PA Core Standards.

• Develop quarterly assessment (grades 6-12). 

• Use assessment data to make revisions (as needed) to 
curriculum.

• Continue the use of Performance Tracker.

• Implement the NHSSD Assessment and Grading Handbook.



Curriculum and Instruction
Goal/Activity Commentary

Establish a 
culture of 
Professional 
Learning 
Communities 

PLCs have been established in each building. The 
primary focus of PLCs is to focus on student achievement 
and growth as well as instructional best practices.  We 
continue to work on the PLC structures using “All Things 
PLCs” professional development tools.  Our culture of 
PLCs will be sustained in the coming years.
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Next Steps for PLCs…

• Yearly goals for each year for each building/level with a 
focus on assessment and high impact instructional 
strategies will be developed.

• Continue to refine the PLC progress through alignment to 
the DuFour structure.

• Continue to expand PLCs across buildings and levels with 
a focus on curriculum (content), instruction (process), and 
assessment (product)—inclusive of K-12 curriculum and 
instruction articulation.



Technology Integration
Goal/Activity Commentary

Develop 
technology 
literate 
students

The 1:1 initiatives at the HS and the MS continue, and each teacher 
is using a Learning Management System (LMS).  At the HS, the 
teachers use BlackBoard or Google Classroom.  The teachers at the 
MS use Google Classroom.  This has immersed our students into 
technology, and we have our students being instructed in a 
technology-rich culture.

Increased technology at the K-5 level has included access to laptops 
and Chromebooks as well as iPads.  Collaboration and productivity 
tools are the focus for instruction at this level.

Sustain 
professional 
development 
for technology

Professional development always includes a technology component.  
In fact, we attach technology to each activity in which we engage.  
Currently we are immersing the HS and MS teachers in technology 
PD to ensure a continued smooth implementation of a 1:1 
environment.  We are  also immersing our K-5 teachers and  
students in technology via various 21st century technology tools.



Technology 
Integration

Goal/Activity Commentary

Increase 
student access 
to technology

All students in grades 6-12 have a device. At the UES, there is 
a laptop or Chrome cart for each classroom.  The LES has a 
computer lab, and all classrooms have 8 iPads.  With the 
implementation of the 1:1 initiative at the MS, additional 
technology has been added to the UES and LES.  In fact, 
while students at the UES will do not take devices home, 
they are essentially 1:1 because the number of students in 
the building and the number of computers will be the same.



Facility Improvements 
Goals/Activiti

es Commentary

Initiate a 
Campus 
Revitalization 
Project to 
achieve the 
following:

ADA 
Compliance

Increased 
safety and 
security

Educational 
considerations

-The Campus Revitalization Plan is currently in 
progress with a total budget of $28.5m.

-The project will ensure ADA compliance by 
replacing classrooms and instructional spaces 
that are not accessible for students at this time.

-Secure entrances will be added to the MS and HS 
sites.

-Safety and security will be increased through the 
enclosure of the covered walk-way and the 
development of a contained campus.

-We have developed an All-Hazards Plan and have 
implemented a Crisis Management Team as part 
of our safety and security enhancements.



Comprehensive Planning Status
• Our Comprehensive Plan runs from July 1, 

2014-June 30, 2017.

• Many goals in our plan are ongoing and will 
appear in future Comprehensive Planning 
documents to sustain and enhance 
excellence—i.e., curriculum revisions, 
assessment development, PLCs.

• Comprehensive Planning meetings 
commenced in 2015-2016 and the 
development of our new plan currently in 
progress.  

• Our Comprehensive Plan will go on display 
in October.  Board approval will occur at 
the November public board meeting.



Questions?
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